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Working in product for a number of years

Witnessed first hand - frustrated customers, employees ethically compromised, businesses going down unsustainable path

EVEN THO - following best practice (world of product)


Show how modern product practices - if not practiced with care and nuance, can be detrimental to businesses, customers, employees

Share examples + tools we’ve found useful


We’re hoping this is a bit of a thought piece for you


But first….


http://www.beautifulabstraction.com
http://www.mercp.com
https://twitter.com/oliphantism
https://twitter.com/marcelbritsch


A startup once upon a time…

 
Once upon a time (2003) there was a hugely successful startup (a 10x unicorn only 10 years after it had been founded), run by a charismatic female CEO being 
positioned in the media as the next Steve Jobs, with the vision of revolutionising blood testing.



They did all the 
‘good’ stuff

• Strong optimism bias 

• Strong brand building 

• Lean experimentation 

• Opt for growth

The way the company was set up and run, will make case studies for students for the decades to come (possibly not for the reasons the founders would have liked - we’ll 
come to that shortly).

The way it was all started would have made every ambitious product manager and startup founder envious: they did all the ‘good’ stuff:


- Strong optimism bias: 
By designing a medical device that was expected to run 100+ of blood tests from one single drop of blood within minutes and on site, they addressed real problems 
(cost, availability, psychology), had the vision to match, and considering the market, an amazing value proposition.


- Strong brand building and credibility:  
Strong marketing paired with an even stronger board of directors comprised of a former US secretary of state, defence secretary, general and and admiral (anyone 
spotting anything strange?), they were able to raise 1.3B from investors like Richard Murdoch and others and ultimately achieve that 10B USD valuation.


- Lean experimentation and practices: 
Following lean best practices they built device prototypes and deployed them in pharmacies, while running control tests with established devices in parallel.


And they

- Opted for growth: 

Rolling out at fast pace to large supermarket chains and pharmacies and the US military (or so they said)

___

https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/bio16610w18/chapter/what-went-wrong-with-theranos/






Where are they now?

Where are they now?



Where are they now?

Bust and in court

The unicorn has lost its golden horn and rainbow poo, they no longer exists, their CEO was judged guilty of numerous counts fraud and is awaiting sentencing (with up 
to 20 years per account), the COO is awaiting trial.



Revolutionising blood 
testing.

Theranos

We are, of course, talking about Theranos and their charismatic founder Elizabeth Holmes.


- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theranos

- https://www.wsj.com/articles/theranos-has-struggled-with-blood-tests-1444881901

- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Holmes  

If you haven’t heard from them, I recommend 

- John Carreyrou’s book ‘Bad Blood’ 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/37976541-bad-blood 
(he’s the main journalist who brought it all to live while working with Washington Post


- Podcast: The Dropout

- There is also a movie coming up, I believe


___

Sources

- https://cargocollective.com/mjt4d/Theranos-Website

- https://payload.cargocollective.com/1/5/160427/7590532/_-V.3-Our-Revolution---Technology_o.jpg

- https://the-bibliofile.com/wp-content/uploads/theranos.png

- https://i.pinimg.com/originals/aa/74/71/aa7471757d830bb05685c5cf8ecc2c5d.jpg






PATTERNS AND ANTI-PATTERNS

Where they went 
wrong

• Strong optimism bias 

  

• Strong brand building 

  

• Lean experimentation 

  

• Opt for growth 

(amongst other things…)

Vapourware

Optics

Negligence

Over-committing

From what has been established by journalists and in court, we can make some informed guesses on what has gone wrong:


- Believe in your visions is great, Vapourware and Delusions are not. 
It has been suggested that engineering-wise the product wasn’t possible (and they did not pivot once that became apparent). In fact, at no point did a truly 
functioning device exist.


- Brand building is certainly useful, but making it all about optics (smoke and mirrors) is not. 
Who were those board members? Not a single actual expert there. 
Also, promising 100M+ revenues to investors against a reality of 9M losses communicated to insurers isn’t branding, but fraud.


- Lean experimentation including the ‘Wizard Behind the curtain’ 
is fine, negligence, that is sloppy implementation and operations, not having a functioning device in the medical field at all, feels criminal, not lean.


- They did not only push for growth, they over-committed. 
There were continuous consistency concerns with test results while rollout was still pursued. Still Theranos and clients seem to have felt rollout was still too slow. 
Walgreens severed ties with Theranos in 2016 after learning that Theranos was voiding or correcting tens of thousands of lab reports. 


So our behaviours, even if based on best practices, if taken too far, can have, unintended, detrimental even, consequences. 

____

https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/bio16610w18/chapter/what-went-wrong-with-theranos/

https://www.theverge.com/2020/3/18/21185006/softbank-theranos-coronavirus-covid-lawsuit-patent-testing




https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/elizabeth-holmes-trial-theranos/card/Br0dV4e6v3RtHt0nmnOt

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/01/03/technology/elizabeth-holmes-trial-verdic

https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/elizabeth-holmes-trial-theranos/card/
JQ8iFuWnlVuVFvduRrBp#:~:text=Prosecutors%20homed%20in%20Wednesday%20on,testing%20devices%20to%20treat%20soldiers

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/14/theranos-president-exaggerated-revenue-by-1000x-says-sec.html

“Balwani and Holmes told investors that Theranos had generated or would generate over $100 million in revenues in 2014.

In total, the start-up generated little more than $100,000 in revenue that year — and the SEC alleges Balwani must have known.

The same month Balwani sold potential investors revenue projections up to $140 million, he told insurers that the company was operating at about a $9 million monthly 
net loss.”




We need a new 
perspective!

Just to be clear, this is not a talk about Theranos, nor is it about startups or big failure.

It’s about looking at  (business) ’Product Management’ best practices in a slightly different way to avoid stepping over the line where a best practice turns into an anti-
pattern with nasty side-effects (unintended consequences).




Responsibility

Let’s redefine ‘good’ practice,  
because as product teams we have a

Responsibility

customers - leave them better off, having used our products/services

employers - highlight blind spots that leadership teams can have - reputational damage

colleagues - having difficult conversations, increase trust and psychological safety in teams


Talking about the elephant in the room

Discovering there’s an elephant in the room




Today

Practice 
Why problematic?  
Unintended consequences! 
Antidotes

As you’ll already have gathered, there is a long list of ‘good’ product management all with value, but also potential un-intended consequences.


Today we’ll take you through four, as a taster so you get a feel for the anti-pattern to watch out for and the pattern to apply to make your product management 
more mindful and ethical.


For each practice we’ll look at 

- the practices itself, why it’s being done, why it’s valuable

- why we might take it too far, why it’s problematic i.c. what the unintended / detrimental consequences can be

- finally, what we can do about it, i.e. antidotes


_____

Just to be clear, there is no black and white, no objective right or wrong, and frequently one has to dabble in trade offs between: culture, values, goals, context and 
business realities, short term vs long term, all play a goal.




Let’s look at some…

Let’s look at these examples… 



Personalise at any 
cost

Ethical evaluation 

• Deliberate trade-offs 

• Tension scales

Catering to customers’ preferences because it increases satisfaction (revenue)

Personalisation

• Echo chamber / 
social bubble 

• Harder to discover 

• Exclusion

We believe 
personalisation is 
always a good 
thing

BUT WE SOMETIMES AND THE ANTIDOTE ISWHICH CAN LEAD TOWE DO THIS BECAUSE

PRACTICE

PM, Marketing > 101 retail conversion rate optimisation


EXAMPLE

- CRO (online fashion retailer)

- Netflix, video thumbnail      ethnicity / gender    > reinforce biases 

- Feed, recommendations     content (filter bubble) / collaborative filtering       > echo chamber


Reduces diverse content / images / etc


Slippery slope, no inflexion point


Tension - clicks/sat	 entrenching biases/social bubbles




Apply concepts and 
technologies without 
consideration

Responsible innovation 
and adoption 

• Holistic context 
assessment 

• Impact analysis 

• Observe impact and 
environment

• Unsustainability 

• Direct negative 
impact

• We think 
fashionable equals 
‘good’ and fitting 

• We are ‘vain’

BUT WE SOMETIMES AND THE ANTIDOTE ISWHICH CAN LEAD TOWE DO THIS BECAUSE

Innovation
We apply new technologies and business models because they create value

PRACTICE

We innovate, i.e. we apply new technologies and business models, because they open up opportunities and they allows us to create value. 
Think of innovation in batteries and what that has meant for mobility, or what digital technologies have meant for remote working…


But we sometimes 
apply concepts or technologies without consideration 

We do this because

- we think fashionable equals ‘good’ and ‘fitting’  
- we are vain or greedy and like ‘shiny’ 

Why would we NOT use the latest decentralised ledger tech, right? Everyone is doing a bit of blockchain or crypto, surely this will be also good for us, be this because 
we feel it’s the solution to transparency and security, or purely because it’s cool for our brand.


The problem is that this can lead to

- Unsustainability (or, of course direct negative impact) 
‘Unsustainability’ is working hard here: we need to consider (un)sustainability in terms of an organisation’s or a product’s longevity, but also wider: 
economically, or environmentally. 
- and of course, direct detrimental impact for the organisation or its environment 



Think of the criticism distributed ledger technologies (blockchain) have - correctly - received recently in regards to their energy consumption or their potential abuse as 
Ponzi scheme and issues with money laundering. I have worked with at least 5 businesses who were keen ‘to do something’ with blockchain. Not one of them had a valid 
usecase for it.


A carbon trading startup, initially set up as a crypto-based marketplace, fortunately quickly realise that their original idea of using blockchain was mis-informed:


- the related energy consumption (nb there are blockchain implementations that are less energy consuming) go against the companies mission

- as was the idea of speculation on carbon credits

- In fact, a ‘normal’ DB sufficed just fine

- but most importantly the value proposition was in transparency around where the carbon was sequestered and that it was ‘really’ sequestered which was all about 

earth observation


Just to touch on two other examples:

- The gig economy has certainly created value to consumer and in some cases workers, but we can also see signs of exploitation (think of Uber or Deliveroo workers). 

- Babylon Health have been criticised to (negatively) disrupt NHS service provision with their Digital First / remote business model (https://www.wired.co.uk/article/

babylon-health-nhs). Their approach to and speed of innovation broke public healthcare provision in certain areas.


So what do we do about this?

The antidote is responsible innovation and adoption. 
- Understand your context 

Define organisational goals and capabilities, environmental factors and match them with the right solutions 
(ORKs, Wardley mapping, industry lifecycle models)


- Conduct impact analysis  - to identify all of the elephants in the room (modelling the status quo, ethical canvas, PESTLE)

- Observe impact and environment as things change, new insights come to light. 

This is not a one off activity, but a long-term strategy / continuous activity




Loyalty
We want loyal customers because they become advocates and buy more/better

Remove choice and 
agency  

Make it difficult to 
mindfully consume

Focus on a longer-
term relationship 

• Circuit breaker 

• Customer satisfaction 
health measures

• Addiction 

• Resentment 

• Waste 

• Risks long-term 
business viability

• We think  
retention = loyalty = happiness 

• We think viability is 
only financial

BUT WE SOMETIMES AND THE ANTIDOTE ISWHICH CAN LEAD TOWE DO THIS BECAUSE

PRACTICE

Dan Merman - product ethics


EXAMPLES

- Coffee subscription service, “gateway drug” > addiction

- Energy providers, difficult to leave/switch > coercive, bullying

- Subscription service - razors > consumer more than I need


Just coz your customers stay with you, doesn’t mean they’re happy


Antidote

- Circuit breakers (gambling)

- Measure


- CSAT (touchpoints)

- Customer Renewal Costs

- ROI loyalty programme - social, personal costs (qual, not just quant)

- What would it take to leave?

- How likely?




Data driven approach
We gather data because it allows us to generate insight driven outcomes

Zealous data 
gathering and 
application

Mindful data 
gathering and use 

• Collect what you 
need 

• Check biases 

• Remuneration of data 
providers

• Overconfidence 

• Race to the bottom 

• Bias, discrimination, 
abuse 

• Exploitation

• We want to know 
‘everything’  

• We believe that 
data is ‘truth’ 

• We strive for 
efficiencies

BUT WE SOMETIMES AND THE ANTIDOTE ISWHICH CAN LEAD TOWE DO THIS BECAUSE

PRACTICE

We gather data and analyse it because it allows us to generate insight driven outcomes (which are more efficient and effective) 
Consider a medical services provider who could reduce days in hospitals (and thus have a happier population and at the same time reduce cost of healthcare) by using 
data to predict issues and recommend interventions before people end up in hospital. 
Remember there is value in using individual data items, but also value in using big data (and value in owning / selling (big) data on it’s own)


While data is not only useful, it’s imperative for sound learning feedback loops (as Deming said: In god we trust, all others must bring data”) there are also a number of 
issues with data collection, interpretation and use. 

We sometimes we get too zealous with data collection and application. 

We do this because

We want to know everything, and have the data ‘just in case’ 
We believe that data is truth and certainty 
We strive for efficiencies 

The problem is that this can lead to

Overconfidence in what we think we know while in fact we may suffer small sample sizes, bias in our assumptions, e.g. ML training data, or difficulties of quantifying 
qual data. 
Race to the bottom (over-optimising efficiencies while compromising other qualities and values) 
Accidental bias/discrimination or outright abuse of data and insights, e.g. measuring and enforcing social compliance 



Exploitation of data providers (often under the umbrella of getting a free service), think of the big social media companies that give you lots of ‘stuff’ ‘for free’. 

Coming back to Babylon health, a number of clinicians have raised concerns regarding the effectiveness of their AI platform. GP at Hand.

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/babylon-health-nhs

Also, arguably it can lead to a degradation of service as we optimise and drive cost down (if not for the messes then for those that are not the statistical mean).


Amazon - Data driven optimisation on product cost sounds great for the consumer, until we are at a point where all other business have been underprices and been 
driven out of the market (monopoly).


 Surveillance - sounds good for crime  prevention but more tricky when we consider enforcing social compliance.

There are a number of highly interesting projects that talk about digital twins to enhance citizenship experience in smart cities. While this sounds all good until this is run 
by a conservative religious state, or a non religious state to ‘educate’ their non compliant religious citizens.


A lot of big data powers profits of the big social media companies or other tech companies (e.g. gene testing). Especially in case of the latter there is major concern on 
what is being done with the data and who profits from it in the long-run. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/16/5-biggest-risks-of-sharing-dna-with-consumer-genetic-testing-companies.html


Also regarding social media companies, read Jeroen Lanier, Who owns the future


So what do we do about this?

The solution is mindful data gathering and use 
- Only collect what you need. Don’t be greedy (What data do you really need?) 
- Check (risk of) bias. Data does not exist in a void (Stress test your assumptions and models) - formalise assumptions related to data you collect (as part of 

inceptions, feature design, pre-mortems) 
- Remunerate of data providers 



Of course, there are more…

Of course there are more patterns, so these were just some examples to give you an idea of areas you may want to explore yourselves.




  WE’VE GOT A  

https://forms.gle/
jviApctM92CMKJVD7

LIST

So Neha and I have a document where we have started to create a list of practices, issues and anti-dotes.

Ping us a message via our websites or twitter if you are interested, or sign up to the above form to collaborate or be informed when we have something to share.




What can we do?

As soon as you leave this talk


Invite you to ask:

1. Do I have a responsibility?  (Customer, employees, investors)

2. Does my team have a responsibility?

3. Leadership - doesn’t exist in vacuum - needs rest of org to keep honest


1. Hard to speak truth to power


And if the answer is yes…..



What am I thinking, but not 
saying?

…about how my product / service functions


Identifying the elephants in the room


Feeling vs thinking

Feel funny or uncomfortable - product/business strategy?

Aggressive franchising plans

Don’t like chains..

Don’t want to crowd out small businesses?


FOR YOU - logical flaws? Post-rationalise? Downplay impact/likelihood unintended consequences?


- Mindful, humble

- Anthropologists (outside in)




• Values 
• Vision > Strategy > Goals 
• Opportunities > Solutions 
• Impact 
• Balance 
• Monitor

So what now? Strategy

Delivery

Team kickoff

Discovery

Goals

Feature kickoff

Team charter 
Health metrics 
Wardley map 
Impact analysis 
Tension scales 
Everything!!

These are continuous practises and not a 
one-off

Strategy

Practical, tangible…


Handover to 


___

Resources:

- https://www.liberatingstructures.com/6-making-space-with-triz/

- https://emf.thirdlight.com/link/1pzbxosbi6hl-ei3tq6/@/preview/3

- https://doteveryone.org.uk/download/2786/

- https://www.ethicscanvas.org/canvas/index.php

- https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/7785194-the-moral-landscape

- https://www.mindtheproduct.com/category/product-ethics/

- https://www.humanetech.com/podcast




This is complex

This topic is complex, there is no black or white.  
There is no ‘one size’ fits all solution.

The best we can do is define our values, analyse the impact of options (now and future, and assess continuously as we can’t foresee everything), and then make 
conscious decisions and choices, which must be more sustainable and are hopefully also more ethical.



https://bit.ly/pmantidotes

More info on the website for this talk:

- presentation deck

- video of talk once available

- contact details

https://bit.ly/pmantidotes
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You can find us under the links above, and also here:

- Site: https://www.beautifulabstraction.com

- Blog: https://www.thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk

- Podcast: https://www.theburnup.com

http://www.beautifulabstraction.com
http://www.mercp.com
https://twitter.com/oliphantism
https://twitter.com/marcelbritsch

